VXI Passport-V Headsets
Freedom from Headset Hassles.

Sold by:

http://www.TWAcomm.com
Toll Free: (877) 389-0000

The right headset means a better workday for everyone.
Call center managers know that a good headset means a happier
agent, greater productivity and fewer problems overall. Passport
headsets were made to make your life easier with improved
sound, increased comfort and fewer repairs.

Headsets that work as hard as you do.
Passport headsets are made with the same impact resistant
plastic used in sports equipment to withstand the turbulence of
24/7 operations. The ultra-comfortable fit means all-day-wear is
stress free. The noise canceling microphone blocks out the sound
of surrounding agents for a more professional sounding call.
Passport headsets were made to handle the intense requirements of
today's contact center.

Benefits & Features
Single-ear or dual-ear wearing styles
Noise canceling microphone greatly reduces
background noise for a more professional sounding call
Durable components for long product life
Adjustable ratchet headband for secure, comfortable fit
Left or right side microphone placement
Passport 20-V

Flexible "gooseneck" microphone boom easily adjusts
and stays in position for consistent voice input
Unconditional two-year warranty
Competitively priced
TRANSMIT SPECIFICATIONS
Microphone: Noise canceling electret
Ambient noise suppression: 13db @ 1kHz, typical
Output impedance: 1.8k Ohms typical
Sensitivity: -44dB @ 1kHz (defined 1" from talk-side,
82dB SPL)
Frequency response: 20Hz to 15 kHz.
Operating Current: 320 mA max.
Operating Voltage: DC 1.0V min. to 20V max.
RECEIVE SPECIFICATIONS
Speaker: Dynamic; 36mm diameter
SPL: 90db @ 1kHz, 0.55V input
Impedance: 300 Ohms
Frequency response: 200Hz to 5 kHz
Rated input: 10mW continuous, 100mW peak

Passport 10-V

Compatible with VXI quick disconnect lower cords.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Cables: Standard wire, PVC insulation, polyurethane jacket
Connectors: Gold-plated; quick disconnect
Microphone boom: Flexible with positioning memory;
swivels 300 degrees; left or right ear placement
Headband: Nylon plastic, #316 stainless;
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